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Abstract    

In this chapter, we present and discuss an adaptable cyberinfra-
structure (e-Infrastructure) for urban research. We illustrate the ben-
efits of a loosely coupled service-oriented architecture-based design 
pattern for the internal architecture of this e-Infrastructure. This is 
presented in the context of the Australian Urban Research Infrastruc-
ture Network (AURIN), which provides an urban research environ-
ment across Australia supporting access to large amounts of highly 
distributed and heterogeneous data with accompanying analytical 
tools. The system is being reactively designed based on evolving and 
growing requirements from the community. We discuss the differ-
ences between more common spatial data infrastructures (SDIs) and 
eResearch infrastructures, and describe the unique AURIN environ-
ment set up to provide these additional features. The different as-
pects of loose coupling in internal architectures are examined in the 
context of the implemented components of the AURIN system. We 
conclude by discussing the benefits as well as challenges of this sys-
tem architecture pattern for meeting the needs of urban researchers.  
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1. Introduction 

The past 20 years have seen a dramatic evolution of spatial com-
puting systems from integrated, desktop-based geographic in-
formation systems (GIS) and Web-based client-server systems to 
more recent advanced systems implemented using service-
oriented architecture in design patterns of various degrees of so-
phistication (Wang, 2010). The rapid spread of the Internet and 
in particular the Web, combined with rapid changes in IT sys-
tems architectures, have been embraced by the geospatial com-
munities. Reduced levels of coupling between individual ser-
vices and the design of service and data interchange standards, in 
particular by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), now al-
low standard-based service-oriented (federated) systems to be 
built. These support spatial data infrastructures allowing metada-
ta-based discovery of spatial datasets, along with their access 
and transfer in an implementation-agnostic manner.  
 
While these efforts are highly laudable, they are increasingly iso-
lated from developments in other non-geospatial-focused disci-
plines reliant on handling spatially-enabled data. Furthermore 
the rate of uptake of novel best-practices in software engineering 
and computer science (such as REST-based Web services, flexi-
ble and less strict message encoding, Cloud computing, sophisti-
cated workflow execution models, security and provenance mon-
itoring) have not been led by the GIScience community, yet offer 
many benefits. 
 
Perhaps most importantly, the needs of the application-domain 
research communities (for example, statisticians, regional geog-
raphers, the spatial economics community, urban planners, 
building information modelers, transport, logistics, and public-
health experts) are increasingly reliant on sophisticated analysis 
and use of spatial data in frameworks that are beyond “just GIS”. 
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The communities often have vastly different conceptual models 
(and resulting data models and standards) specific to their do-
mains that are not always compatible with those of the GIS 
community. 
 
The resultant chasm in discourse between disparate groups and 
disciplines of urban researchers, coupled with the technical gaps 
observable in these disciplines, has resulted in a degree of isola-
tion of the urban research communities and a slow uptake of 
novel research methods and approaches between them. 

1.1 Modern internal infrastructures for spatially-enabled 
eResearch 

eResearch infrastructures offer models and paradigms that help 
to overcome this inter-disciplinary heterogeneity. In this paper, 
we analyze the system capabilities necessary to deliver an adapt-
able, extendable, scalable, and secure scientific cyberinfrastruc-
ture (also known as eResearch or eScience infrastructure), based 
on a range of novel system-architecture design patterns currently 
employed in the mainstream computing communities (Vardigan 
et al., 2008). We relate the capabilities enabling scientific en-
quiry to the architectural components and their integration pat-
terns and the subsequent technological choices that have been 
made. Amongst the prime characteristics of the systems is the 
need to isolate the external data-provider environments from the 
internal data handling of the e-Infrastructure. This includes en-
suring that the system offers extendibility, inherent scalability, 
and support for asynchronous communications. 
 
We illustrate how functional considerations and characteristics, 
such as demands on the end-users (predominantly urban re-
searchers), have resulted in data-driven user interfaces, with pro-
cess chaining (workflows) to support the definition and en-
forcement of good research practice. 
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The Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network 
(AURIN) platform (Sinnott et al., 2011) supports the urban re-
search community in its many guises. This is through providing 
seamless and secure access to datasets and analytical capabilities 
in a Web-enabled environment, leveraging high-performance 
computing facilities. We focus here on the internal architecture 
of the AURIN e-Infrastructure, and show how it has been im-
plemented based on a service-oriented architecture in a design 
pattern comprised of a range of loosely -coupled services. In par-
ticular we show how it adopts (where possible) a standards-
based discovery and orchestration of federated services, allowing 
conceptual isolation of the individual functions of the core eRe-
search infrastructure and their realization as services within and 
across organizations. We show how such a loosely coupled in-
frastructure provides the ability to adapt to changing require-
ments from a range of disciplines. 

1.2 Structure 

This chapter is structured as follows: in Section 2, we briefly 
discuss the developments in the area of spatial data infrastruc-
tures (SDIs), and relate them to the requirements of eResearch 
infrastructures. We identify how SDIs differ from eResearch in-
frastructures in their principal focus, including their research ca-
pabilities, heterogeneity of data, security, and seamless access to 
and usage of computational resources. In Section 3 we discuss 
the requirements of eResearch infrastructures for the urban re-
search domain. In Section 4 we propose a loosely-coupled, ser-
vice-oriented architecture designed to meet these requirements. 
This architecture is realized in the Australian urban research con-
text through a user-oriented infrastructure. We first discuss the 
functional requirements and described how they have been real-
ized through the AURIN infrastructure, highlighting the specific 
benefits of loose coupling in access to and use of distributed data 
and services. In Section 5 we discuss the pros and cons of the 
described approach and finally conclude with a summary of the 
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presented work and an outlook for future work in development 
of the AURIN e-Infrastructure.  

2. Background 

2.1 From SDIs to CyberGIS and eResearch Platforms 

The rapid adoption of geospatial service and data encoding standards 
of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) started in the mid-1990s 
with the drafting of the OGC Web Mapping Service (WMS) stand-
ard, followed by the OGC Web Feature Standard (WFS) and the 
OGC Geography Markup Language (GML) specification for data in-
terchange in XML. The relative simplicity and immediate utility of 
these standards enabled the rapid development and deployment of 
SDIs, such as the National Spatial Data Infrastructure mandated in 
the USA in 1994 (Clinton, 1994). 

A wealth of research into SDIs followed and resulted in large-
scale, important data discovery and data interchange infrastructures 
(data infrastructures), from the national level up to extensive pro-
jects such as the pan-European INSPIRE initiative (in-
spire.jrc.ec.europa.eu). Only more recently did the focus shift to-
wards the sharing of compute resources (compute infrastructures), 
where a resource provider can offer machine cycles or even special-
ized compute services to external users. This trend is highly visible 
outside of the geospatial domain, e.g., in the Cloud domain through 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) offerings. In the geospatial domain, this 
trend is chiefly led by the efforts to define a standard for federated 
invocation of compute resources – the OGC Web Processing Ser-
vices (WPS) standard (Schut, 2007). The combination of OGC data 
and processing interchange standards can be successfully used to 
implement infrastructures performing a complete data analysis 
lifecycle in the geospatial domain (Friis-Christensen et al., 2007). 
The needs of researchers are, however, often more complex than 
what is provided by such advanced SDIs. This trend is reflected in 
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the development of increasingly more sophisticated eScience, or 
eResearch infrastructures (Hey et al., 2009). 

2.2 eResearch - beyond data and compute infrastructures 

eResearch infrastructures can be used to support large-scale, collab-
orative, and interdisciplinary science, especially in the era of “big 
data” or where research necessitates access to high-performance 
computing resources. Many of the challenges with big data are de-
scribed in (Hey et al., 2009). In the context of research endeavors 
exploiting spatial data, the technologies and standards for SDIs can 
be critical enablers (Sieber et al., 2011; Anselin, 2012). For a com-
prehensive review of eResearch infrastructures in the geospatial do-
main (CyberGIS), see (Wang and Liu, 2009; Yang et al., 2010; 
Wang et al., 2012). On their own, however, they are insufficient to 
satisfy users in many domains of research. For example, many data 
sets across the urban domain come from the social sciences, public 
health, and clinical sciences; they may be true 3D in nature when 
provided by architects and designers (for instance as building infor-
mation models - BIM), amongst many other geo-enabled, but not 
core geospatial areas. In this context, research domains dealing with 
spatial data require far broader solutions and data access and man-
agement models than those provided by the core spatial sciences. 
Some of the large relevant data sources in urban social sciences are 
provided by statistical agencies, national banks, and other institu-
tions with a focus on national statistics – which are inherently, but 
also only implicitly spatial. The data models used by statistical prac-
titioners, as well as their query and interchange standards, are of 
much higher complexity than most spatial data models and OGC 
standards. Examples of this are the Statistical Data and Metadata 
eXchange (ISO, 2005) and the Data Documentation Initiative (DDI) 
standard (Vardigan et al., 2008).  

 
Many of these standards provide targeted support for parameters of 
importance that subsequently allow automated chaining of analytical 
processes in a sound manner, e.g., by providing built-in support for 
variable-level metadata, including fundamental parameters with 
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units of measure, measurement scales (at least within the – often 
criticized – basic categories of nominal, ordinal, ratio, and interval 
(Stevens, 1946)), and value domains (such as 360° for angular do-
mains).  

3. eResearch Infrastructure for the Urban Sciences 

To emphasize how it is possible to leverage both GIS-focused 
services and data with broader services and data from other disci-
plines, we focus on the urban science domain, with its strong back-
ground in social sciences, transport and housing research, architec-
ture, and urban planning. 

3.1 The specifics of urban research  

The urban research community is a vaguely defined confluence 
comprising many disciplines ranging from quantitative regional sci-
ence, through to health and economic geography, to transportation 
science, housing studies, and even to urban planning and urban de-
sign. The focus of the AURIN project is to cater for data and analyt-
ical needs across all of these disciplines, allowing for the effective 
conduct of interdisciplinary research in and across the boundaries of 
the various sub-disciplines. 

To tackle this, the main facets considered for the AURIN eRe-
search infrastructure and its support for urban research include: 
1. The diversity of urban research and the heterogeneity of individu-

al domains, as reflected in their associated tools, datasets, analyti-
cal approaches, and methods, the implementation of these in dis-
cipline-specific codebases, and the diversity of visualization 
modalities used.  

2. Many of the urban disciplines are directly impacting on, or re-
flecting on policy decisions at various levels of government. Re-
search outcomes of urban social scientists are therefore frequently 
under scrutiny by governments, funding agencies, and journalists.  
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3. As a consequence, the datasets used to conduct urban research 
should come, wherever possible, from authoritative data sources if 
they are to be used to support derived research claims.  

4. The tools to analyze these datasets should withstand high stand-
ards of academic scrutiny. Furthermore the analytical processes 
should be well documented to enhance research replicability. This 
is a special challenge within urban research where reproduction of 
research results and community-wide repetition of analysis are 
notoriously low. 

5. Finally, the automated integration of datasets of interest to urban 
researchers can be difficult. Indeed the fragmentation of the do-
main into a large number of research disciplines with diverse con-
ceptual and research traditions makes the application of automat-
ed reasoning technologies very hard at a generalizable scale. The 
result of this is that silos of expertise exist that focus on silos of 
data. 
The main characteristics of the an eResearch Infrastructure for ur-

ban research are therefore to support: 

• Adaptability – the ability to provide a core platform that can be 
extended and molded to adapt to the needs of the different stake-
holder disciplines, and facilitate their collaboration; 

• Enforcement of good research practice – the diversity of da-
tasets and tools enabled through the platform must be exposed in a 
manner that supports informed decisions by researchers, including 
the manner in which the data are combined, and the analytical 
tools that are applied to subsequently analyze them. This need is 
further exacerbated by the interdisciplinary nature of the support-
ed research. This can be achieved by a combination of reduced 
flexibility in combining certain types of data and tools, or by re-
quiring researchers to make certain choices explicit in the se-
quence of analytical steps. These choices can then be exposed in a 
variety of ways, e.g., through the metadata describing the analyti-
cal workflows that are subsequently open to scrutiny (and reen-
actment) by peers; 

• Security-oriented, monitored access to data – the ability to re-
strict user access to certain types of data and ensuring strict adher-
ence to information governance and policy of stakeholders must 
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be considered throughout the design, implementation, and on-
going use of the infrastructure.  

• Usability – the user experience including the responsiveness of 
the user interface, the intuitiveness of its use, and its adherence to 
interface patterns common to targeted disciplines must be taken 
into account.  

3.3 AURIN’s Approach and Functional Requirements 

The Australian Urban Research Infrastructure Network (AURIN – 
www.aurin.og.au) represents a major investment of the Australian 
government. AURIN aims to enhance access to data and computa-
tional infrastructure for the whole of the Australian urban research 
community (Sinnott et al., 2011). AURIN’s main entry point to the 
research community is through a targeted portal (Sinnott et al., 2011; 
Sinnott et al., 2012) (Figure 1). The AURIN portal provides a Web-
based user frontend where the various capabilities converge and are 
exposed to the users as an intuitive user environment. AURIN pro-
vides seamless access to an extensible range of federated data 
sources from highly distributed and autonomous data providers of 
relevance to the urban research community. Furthermore, AURIN 
has at its disposal access to major Cloud resources offered through 
the National eResearch Collaboration Tools and Resources (NeC-
TAR – www.nectar.org.au) project. NeCTAR is a sister project to 
AURIN that runs contemporaneously. Seamless and transparent uti-
lization of the NeCTAR resources is essential, as the typical users of 
the AURIN portal are neither well equipped in terms of access to 
high-performance computing infrastructures, nor particularly spe-
cialized in developing high-performance codes for general use.  
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A set of user requirements has been defined for the AURIN portal. 
These requirements typically focus on the technical requirements 
and include: 

• Support for federated authentication to enabled single sign-on us-
ing existing credentials for the whole of the Australia research 
community, i.e., there should be no need for AURIN-specific user 
names and passwords, but users should be able to use their institu-
tional credentials; 

• Users should not be required to install any plugin-ins or software 
components on the client nor require any local administrator sup-
port; 

• A modern Web browser, supporting HTML5, as common on most 
operating systems, should be the only client-side pre-requisite; 

• Interactivity between different visualizations of datasets is re-
quired to support visual analytics. The impact of client-side ren-
dering on usability and performance must be considered in the 
development of the infrastructure; 

 
Figure 1 AURIN Portal user interface. 
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• On a standard desktop computer the system should support the 
0.1s/1s/10s rules for user interface responsiveness (Card et al., 
1991; Tomko et al., 2012). All tasks that take more than 10s are 
considered analytical processes and are presented with a progress 
monitor. 

 
The design of the AURIN architecture discussed in this paper has 
been specifically developed to meet these requirements. 

4. AURIN Loosely-Coupled Architecture for Urban eResearch 

In this section, we outline the internal and external choices made in 
designing the architecture of AURIN, and discuss this architecture at 
a level of detail that should assist others to learn from the experienc-
es of AURIN. In particular, we discuss the differences between the 
AURIN architecture and SDI-based systems (data or compute-
oriented), and focus on the architectural design decisions. We cover 
the pros and cons of our approach. 

4.1 Need for an adaptable architecture 

The architectural design requirements for AURIN were heavily in-
fluenced by the nature of the Australian urban context in which it 
exists: 
1. Urban data come from a large, heterogeneous collection of data 

sources, including authoritative data providers (federal and state 
agencies) and industry, with a multitude of datasets coming from 
urban research groups. It should be noted that many of the types 
of data have been largely undefined. That is, many of the data sets 
have, up to now, not had well-defined programmatic access inter-
faces compliant with geospatial application programming inter-
faces (APIs). The ability to match and use existing data with indi-
vidually supplied data was explicitly stated. 
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2. The system has to provide a generic model for exposure of data 
and allow for definition of flexible analytical workflows (aligned 
with many desktop analytical environments, such as GIS). As 
such, it is essential that the architecture is driven by data and of-
fers a data-driven interface. 

3. The authoritative data sets may often be accompanied by data de-
scriptions (metadata), in some cases even according to common 
standards (Dublin Core, ISO19115). Researcher-provided data 
usually lack this information. The system therefore needs capa-
bilities to ingest what metadata are available, and enhance and ex-
tend them, in order to enable the automated enforcement of good 
research practice in data analysis and visualization. 

4. Researchers should be able to adhere to good research practice. 
This often includes establishing best practices of  interdisciplinary 
research across a number of urban research disciplines. For exam-
ple, the system must provide assistance in selection of correct and 
suitable statistical analyses and significance tests, and facilitate 
the selection of scientific and cartographic visualizations based on 
their applicability to types of data. 

5. Many analytical capabilities stem from researchers, as results of 
their long-term research outcomes. This expertise should be made 
available as a core feature of the e-Infrastructure, but in most cas-
es must be hosted within the core infrastructure, as most research 
groups are not equipped to provide long-term software support 
and computational resources to the research community at large. 
As the technical development capabilities of the many academic 
contributors are often specialized to a narrow set of tools and pro-
gramming environments, in most cases not optimized for large da-
ta analysis tasks or parallel execution, and even less often exposed 
as Web Services with certified service performance, a flexible 
mechanism to integrate and share disparate analytical capabilities 
is required. 

Following consideration of the above requirements, a flexible sys-
tem architecture was identified. This has been developed through 
adoption of an Agile software development approach (Schwaber and 
Beedle, 2001). This approach was mandatory since the AURIN e-
Infrastructure needs to grow and adapt to the evolving set of needs 
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from the research community and the increasing volume of data sets 
provisioned.  

4.2 Loose Coupling  

The AURIN e-Infrastructure is based on a loosely coupled, internal 
service-based architecture that provides maximal possible resilience 
and flexibility. In many ways, the design pattern followed is inspired 
by the general technical approach to the architecture of numerous 
large-scale Web-based environments, most notably Amazon1. 

We use the term loose coupling to denote the extent to which two 
different parts of the AURIN architecture codebase are tied together, 
measured as the extent to which they require awareness of the im-
plementation of each other. Thus, for example, two classes in object-
oriented programming are considered tightly coupled if the changes 
in the code of one class can propagate and influence the behavior of 
the other – for instance, through inheritance. The level of coupling is 
less when the two classes communicate through an interface, and 
even less if the two classes are implemented as separate components. 
By its nature, the use of Web service interfaces provides a much 
looser coupling between parts of the system, when restricted to 
agreed contracts –well-documented APIs outlining the finite set of 
language-agnostic calls and their parameters supported by server. 
This coupling may be further loosened when the two parts of the 
codebase (the requestor and the responder, or client and server) are 
able to adapt to changes in the request message and still respond cor-
rectly. This might be manifested by components ignoring unfamiliar 
parameters, or by reducing the extent to which the client requires a 
response from the server without breaking the application2. This 
trend is well reflected in the recent shift from the use of the Extensi-
ble Markup Language (XML) and its encoded messages with struc-
tures adhering to strict schemas, to much looser, JavaScript Object 
Notation (JSON, www.json.org) communications. 
                                                

1http://apievangelist.com/2012/01/12/the-secret-to-amazons-
2 http://www.soaprinciples.com/service_loose_coupling.php 
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4.3 The AURIN Architecture  

A core mission of AURIN is to provide access to a range of feder-
ated data sources from an extensive and extensible range of data 
providers. The Business Logic (the internal communications logic of 
the AURIN Architecture where data manipulation and analysis oc-
cur) interacts with three main services: the Data Registration Ser-
vice, the Data Provider Service, and the persistent Data Store Ser-
vice. These three components provide the backbone of the AURIN 
Core Technical Architecture and allow the development of the Busi-
ness Logic component to be de-coupled from low-level concerns 
such as data storage or format translation. An overview of the 
AURIN architecture is shown in Figure 2.  

The implementation details of each component are hidden as 
much as possible from the external applications. In many cases they 
are implemented using different programming languages and use a 
range of Open Source software products and databases. As long as 
the specification of the API does not change, the components can be 
integrated. Individual components communicate through Web Ser-
vice API calls, in particular applying the RESTful style of Web ser-
vices (Representational State Transfer).  
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The AURIN Portal is driven by data documents. These are inter-
preted when required by logic in different services or in the user in-
terface. We leverage the JSON schema-less, adaptable lightweight 
message format for the majority of communications. JSON is partic-
ularly suited for loosely coupled services (also see Section 4.3.1). 
The GeoJSON extension of JSON (www.geojson.org) is suitable for 
lightweight internal spatial-data transfers.  

We discuss selected component services of AURIN from different 
perspectives and where and why the loose-coupling approach was 
especially beneficial. 

4.3.1 The Data Registration Service 

The Data Registration Service provides an internal metadata re-
pository that holds information about data access parameters, con-
figuration, presentation and other aspects of remote data provider 
data schemas. The Data Registration Service is heavily reliant on 
Non-SQL data storage (MongoDB) and extensively uses JSON doc-

 
 

Figure 2 Overview of the AURIN service-oriented architecture 
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uments. JSON allows for hybrid messages with adaptive content. 
This is particularly advantageous for complex data descriptions and 
formats to be passed around within the AURIN e-Infrastructure. As 
the number of data source types providing federated access to data 
increases, data registration within AURIN has to handle a multitude 
of access parameter types, and additional information about datasets. 
For example, the Data Registration System enables the storage of at-
tribute-level information (name, title, abstract, measurement type, 
visibility, etc). Some of these parameters can be automatically har-
vested from distributed data providers, whilst others have to be en-
tered manually by the data providers. Each data source or even da-
taset can have a different set of attributes stored, and this will likely 
be expanded as the project progresses. JSON allows avoiding regu-
lar schema updates and alterations to all client services and indeed 
allows for isolation of changes and their impact on the system – a 
common challenge when dealing with federated data access infra-
structures.  

4.3.2 The Data Provider Service 

The Data Provider Service is the Rosetta stone of AURIN. It shields 
the internal ecosystem from the complexities of the external data en-
vironment. It provides a single API to the Business Logic and allows 
requests for data from distributed data sources based on the provi-
sion of the records held for a given data set in the Data Registration 
System. Based on the results from the Data Registration System, the 
Data Provider Service decides on how best to formulate the requests, 
and once completed, formats the data into the internal representation 
used in AURIN (based, once again, on JSON). The resultant data are 
subsequently stored in the AURIN Data Store.  

4.3.3 The Data Store 

The Data Store is the repository for all user-acquired data in 
AURIN. The data are held in individual users’ data playgrounds 
where they are kept and protected from access by others. The Data 
Store also enables data persistence beyond a single AURIN portal 
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session. The data acquisition sequence in using the AURIN e-
Infrastructure is as follows. Firstly, the Business Logic requests the 
data registration parameters from the Data Registration Service, ver-
ifying the rights to access these data from the AURIN security and 
accounting subsystem. If the permission is granted, a request is 
made for a resource handle for the dataset and user combination 
(URL), which is sent to the AURIN Data Store. This parameter 
comprises part of the request sent by the Business Logic to the Data 
Provider Service, that PUTs the acquired data into the Data Store. 
The business logic can asynchronously keep on checking for the 
presence of the data in the Data Store, and once available, sends 
them to the User Interface. This publish-subscribe pattern allows for 
asynchronous handling of data requests from the User Interface – a 
particularly useful feature in a federated system, where the acquisi-
tion of datasets may potentially take a long time. 

4.3.4 GeoInfo 

As noted, a large number of datasets used by urban social scientists 
(in particular the datasets holding aggregate-level indicators relating 
to administrative regions) are only implicitly spatial, since the APIs 
of services exposing them typically do not contain the geometries 
described. In the AURIN architecture this is used advantageously, 
whereby the boundary geometries of different administrative regions 
(and in some cases frequently used researcher-defined regions) are 
stored locally. This allows the system to avoid the transfer of ge-
ometries (where available) and allows the cartographic presentation 
and spatial analysis of the attributive data on-the-fly. Furthermore, 
the boundary geometries are stored at multiple levels of resolution, 
which allows a speed-up of rendering in the client interface. The 
GeoInfo service takes as one of its parameters the zoom level re-
quested by the user, and joins the appropriate resolution of the 
boundaries to the attributes/data. The messaging underlying this is, 
once again, entirely based on JSON and GeoJSON. 
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4.3.5 GeoClassification Service 

The GeoClassification service is a simple REST-based service con-
taining information about the relationships between diverse adminis-
trative regionalizations in Australia. As these regionalizations are 
maintained by different agencies (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 
Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics, Elec-
toral Committee, etc.), their relationships represent a complex di-
rected acyclic graph. The AURIN e-Infrastructure provides a user 
interface allowing navigation through these regionalizations (and the 
instance regions of the regionalizations), enabling them to be direct-
ly driven from the database structure where it is encoded. This struc-
ture also allows for faster updates and enrichment of the system. The 
evolution of this service is a good example of the benefits of loose 
coupling – the implementation of the service has changed multiple 
times, from a simple structure directly encoded in program logic, to 
a powerful graph database (Neo4J), to its most recent port into 
CouchDB as part of refactoring process aiming at reducing the num-
ber of technologies used. These changes have not impacted the func-
tionality of the entire system, as the REST API has been designed in 
a loosely coupled manner and its core functionality has remained 
largely unaltered.  

4.3.6 Workflow Environment 

The Workflow environment is an important part of the AURIN ca-
pability. The workflow environment interfaces with the rest of the 
AURIN ecosystem through a REST interface that is used to com-
pose, verify, and execute workflows composed from a range of ana-
lytical components hosted locally within the AURIN system, but 
provided by a wide range of mostly academic developers, using a 
number of programming languages, e.g., R. The Workflow envi-
ronment is based on the Object Modeling System (OMS3) (Ascough 
II et al., 2010) workflow system. This framework enables non-
intrusive, lightweight, annotations-based chaining of analytical 
components written in a number of programming languages to be 
supported. Compared to the rest of the AURIN’s architecture, the in-
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ternal coupling of these components is not based solely on Web ser-
vices. This decision has been deliberate since it is expected that only 
a small number of AURIN’s stakeholders have the ability to pro-
gram Web services. OMS3 was also chosen since many candidate 
specifications were either too heavyweight for AURIN’s use (e.g., 
Business Process Execution Language, BPEL) or not mature enough 
(OGC WPS).  

 
The approach taken in adoption of OMS3 provides two ways of iso-
lating the AURIN system from the changes in the code of the pro-
cess: an OMS-annotated Java wrapper that interfaces with an analyt-
ical library (with functions typically coded in R) and a Web service 
API of the Workflow environment (Javadi et al., 2013). In principle, 
this choice allows for a change of the workflow environment itself at 
any stage, without the need to substantially revise the entire analyti-
cal library. The API of the workflow environment can be relatively 
simply published, thus providing a different outside-facing interface 
for AURIN. Resources such as www.myexperiment.org are being 
explored as to their suitability within the AURIN project for storing 
and sharing of workflows. 

5. Discussion 

We have briefly discussed the internal architecture of AURIN and il-
lustrated the different types of loose coupling encountered. We now 
summarize the strengths and weaknesses of the loosely coupled ar-
chitecture. 

5.1 Strengths of loose coupling 

The most obvious benefits of loose coupling established by AURIN 
thus far are:  

• Implementation independence – this independence allows for 
changes in the technological platform, or even programming lan-
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guage in which a functionality is implemented, during the lifespan 
of the system; 

• Contract-based interaction – the strong adherence to document-
ed interfaces facilitates contract-first development, whereby the 
integration of functionalities provided by different programmers 
can be continuously verified, even if the internal logic of their 
components has not yet been finalized; 

• Enforced isolation - the system is resilient to internal code 
changes occurring within any particular component of the archi-
tecture (within a service).  

• Security – the noted isolation further simplifies the analysis of the 
security characteristics of the environment, for instance, when 
managing access rights of users to diverse resources (Sinnott et al, 
2012); 

• Resilience – the decoupled architecture simplifies the overall 
management of resources and the management of memory and 
processing load. In particular, it is possible to devise queuing 
mechanisms and publish-subscribe patterns between different 
components. Irrespective of the choice, the entire system can con-
tinue to perform even if a particular resource is delayed (for in-
stance due to the low bandwidth of an external connection to a 
federated data source). 

• Externalization - Ability to open parts of infrastructure as public 
APIs at any time. 

5.2 Weaknesses of loose coupling 

Loose coupling is not a silver bullet. Rather, this approach limits the 
choices of the developers in a number of ways, particularly with re-
gard to usability requirements: 

 

• Serialization – loosely coupled systems have a high need for 
message serialization. The ability to pass complex objects natively 
within one language environment disappears, yet these need to be 
serialized into implementation-independent messages, and again 
de-serialized at the client. This incurs both a computational and 
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temporal cost. It is also critical to assure that the serialization and 
deserialization are system-independent, and lossless. 

• Message size –serialized messages are prone to be very large (for 
instance, when passing geometries of spatial objects). Server and 
client timeouts have to be considered, and the ability to transfer 
large messages must be implemented, e.g., through streaming or 
paging. 

• API synchronization – changes in APIs occur, and can have 
large impacts on the overall architecture. It is critical to minimize 
these changes, in particular by careful component design and im-
plementation, and by modeling the effects of the API change on 
(loosely) coupled services. 

• Implementation heterogeneity – the freedom offered by loose 
coupling can often require that a larger number of technologies be 
used to build a given system. It is important to manage this com-
plexity and carefully consider the benefits of adding yet another 
framework, database, or programming language to the mix. This 
is being addressed to some degree by the agile philosophy and ap-
proach that AURIN has undertaken. 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

We have demonstrated how an approach to a complex, eResearch in-
frastructure in the urban research domain that is based on a loosely-
coupled architecture can satisfy a range of requirements that would 
otherwise be difficult to realize. We believe that the resilience of the 
core of the AURIN system to external changes is critical, while al-
lowing for quick adaptation to changing requirements. The project is 
also evolving over a range of four years and is expected to be main-
tainable beyond this timeframe. Technological advances are fast-
paced, and the internal architecture of the system needs to be de-
signed such that the implementation particulars of individual com-
ponents can be altered. 

 
The project is currently being delivered by a small team of integra-
tors with additional contributions from a large number of external 
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developers, often providing bespoke code implemented in different 
programming languages. The project is also dependent on access to 
and use of an extensive and evolving range of federated external da-
ta sources that are under no, or very limited, control, i.e., many 
(most) of the organizations we work with are completely autono-
mous. The addition or removal of a given data source, its alteration, 
or other failure should have minimal impact on the functioning of 
the whole system. The failure of a specific data request (such as a 
timeout due to network failure) must have limited impact on any 
given user’s session. While currently the system’s only forward-
facing element is a unified Web portal, it is possible that a number 
of its analytical components and datasets may be exposed at a later 
stage directly to other non-portal-based machine interfaces. Security 
considerations are at the center of the design of the project and such 
programmatic access needs to be carefully measured and assessed.  

 
In the next few years, the project will focus on the refinement of the 
system in order to adapt to an ever-increasing range of data sources 
and an increased number of concurrent users, and will offer en-
hanced user interaction and visualization modalities requested by the 
research disciplines. In particular, we envisage increased focus on 
complex data schemas (space/time data cubes) and their analysis 
(Pettit et al., 2012), as well as the need to support 3D data analysis 
and visualization (including Building Information Models).  
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